SOLUTIONS YOU CAN COUNT ON.
PEOPLE YOU CAN TRUST.

Adjusting the injection rate on a solar powered bioremediation system.

FOUNDATION
IN 1984, WE STARTED SOMETHING SPECIAL.

Our environmental and engineering consulting firm was founded in Laramie,
Wyoming. We’ve grown, but we’ve never lost our tenacity for problem
solving and for working side by side with our clients to achieve their goals.

As part of a commitment to environmental sustainability, Trihydro
installed a solar photovoltaic system at one of our offices.

INTEGRITY

WE’VE STUCK TO CERTAIN PRINCIPLES.

What sets Trihydro apart as one of the nation’s top engineering and
environmental firms is not just the quality of our work or the depth of our
experience, but our unwavering commitment to integrity. We are in business
to succeed, but never at the expense of our principles and values. We’re
committed to earning your trust — and keeping it.

COMMITMENT
WE’VE REFUSED TO COMPROMISE ON SAFETY.

Our dedication to achieving “Zero Incidents” has helped us create a team
equipped with health and safety awareness and skills above and beyond
industry standards. We value our employees and recognize them as
mothers, fathers, sons, and daughters who deserve to go home safely each
night. When we work with you, you become part of our family and can
Trihydro field technician collects critical remediation data from a centralized control panel.

count on our commitment to safety in every aspect of what we do.

SUCCESS

WE’VE UNITED SMART PEOPLE WITH THE TOOLS FOR SUCCESS.

Our work begins and ends with people. We realized early on that the
best solutions come from truly understanding your goals and from giving
our people the right tools to achieve those goals. Every day, we combine
science, engineering, business, and technology to do just that.

Technology Services & Solutions professional
showing the Situation Data Exchange.

AUTHENTICITY

MOST OF ALL, WE’VE STAYED TRUE TO OUR ROOTS.

Today, Trihydro has expanded to 500 employees with offices throughout
the U.S. Our dedicated managers, scientists, and professionals provide
the most effective, responsive, and safe solutions around. As we continue
to grow, we won’t lose sight of doing business the way our employees,
Using a kicknet to conduct a biological assessment.

partners, and clients deserve.

MARKETS
PETROLEUM
Trihydro kicked off its first project in the petroleum
industry in 1985—and this work has formed the core
of our business ever since. As the challenges of this
sector have evolved, so have we, honing our skills
and strategies to offer you extensive technical and
regulatory expertise — from air compliance and costeffective remediation to long-term operations and
maintenance.
INFRASTRUCTURE
From small roads in remote regions, to municipal
water and wastewater systems and million-dollar
developments, we understand the challenges of
infrastructure design and maintenance. These are
the things that form the backbone of our nation.
Our engineers are passionate about keeping the
environment clean, the water flowing, and the traffic
moving.
CHEMICALS
The chemical industry is at the forefront of the
research, manufacturing, and distribution efforts
that make the world go-round. Due to the spectrum
of chemicals this sector handles, a large network
of environmental regulations govern industry
activity. Trihydro partners with owners and operators
in the chemical sector to confirm their assets
and operations align with applicable regulatory
frameworks.

INDUSTRIAL & COMMERCIAL
The industrial and commercial sector spans a
wide range of facilities and operations, each with
regulatory nuances and specific business challenges.
Our expertise applies in many of these industries
and includes having completed facility closure, unit
closure, and/or corrective action at nearly 300 RCRA
sites in 48 states, as well as Canada and Puerto Rico.
GOVERNMENT
With 500 personnel, we are one of the largest
HUBZone-certified (NAICS 562910) contractors
in the country. Our seasoned team of experts
understands the unique challenges government
personnel face, and provides responsive
performance, thorough project execution, and costcontrolled services in support of projects of all sizes.
MINING
We understand the importance of mineral
commodities and natural resources to everyday
life, and recognize the positive influence associated
projects have on the economy as well as the
importance of developing and managing natural
resources in a fiscally and environmentally sound
manner. Our consulting practice embraces a focus on
helping our clients achieve critical mining and natural
resource planning, development, and protection
goals safely and effectively.

Construction oversight on a waterline upgrade project.

Performing leak detection and repair (LDAR).

SERVICES
ENVIRONMENTAL
We have managed environmental projects in
countless industries, landscapes, geologies, climates,
and regulatory frameworks. This experience has
taught us that environmental project success
depends on a clear vision of a desired outcome. Our
environmental project teams are seasoned experts
when it comes to balancing regulatory requirements,
liability, and your business goals.

ENGINEERING & SURVEYING
Selecting an engineering and surveying firm can
impact a project’s entire lifecycle, including costs,
performance, and quality. Our team seeks to serve
as an extension of your staff. We align ourselves
with your goals and processes and provide in-house
quality assurance. We seek to offer not just services,
but value you can build on.
• Infrastructure & Civil Site Design

• Emerging Contaminants

• Surveying & Mapping

• Hydrology & Natural Resources

• Transportation Design & Construction

• Land Reclamation

• Unmanned Systems & Remote Sensing

• Planning, Management, & Regulatory Compliance
• Remediation
• Risk Management
• Site Assessment, Characterization, & Modeling
• Solid Waste Management

WATER AND WASTEWATER
Proper water resources planning, restoration,
development, and protection measures have never
been more critical than they are today. Trihydro
offers expert water and wastewater consulting
services in both public and private sectors to address
your evolving water development, supply, demand,
and quality challenges with solutions that will last.
• Water Resources Planning & Management
• Water Development
• Water Treatment & Supply
• Wastewater Treatment & Collection
• Dam Design & Safety

AIR CONSULTING
Our professionals have spent the past 26 years
becoming experts in state and federal Clean Air
Act and related regulations for oil and natural gas,
petrochemical, and manufacturing industries. We
know it’s a daunting task, and we’ll get you on track
for headache-free compliance.
• Air Permitting
• Compliance & Auditing
• Greenhouse Gas Management
• Leak Detection & Repair (LDAR)

TECHNOLOGY CONSULTING AND SOFTWARE
Trihydro provides client-specific information
technology consulting and develops user-friendly
desktop and web applications for environmental site
data. Our customizable software solutions translate
raw data into powerful decision-making information,
ready at your fingertips.
• Data Management
• Connected Vehicles
• Software Development
• Products
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